Dynamic equilibrium:
azimuthal ExB flow due to space charge provides inward JxB force to balance outward electrostatic force.
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• Non-neutral plasmas: electron plasmas, ion plasmas, positron plasmas.
• Experimental "wind-tunnel" tests of plasma and (2D-) neutral fluid theory.
• • Contemporary/recent experiments that investigate non-neutral plasmas in toroidal geometry:
-Columbia Non-neutral Torus, New York: stellerator field -Compact Helical System, Japan: stellerator field -Proto-RT, Japan: (levitated) dipole field -Smartex-C, India: pulsed purely toroidal field … partial torus -Lawrence Non- 
Theory for cylinder:
Theory for cylinder:
• Measure density.
• Toroidal effects? Measuring Confinement Time
• m=1 mode frequency charge
• Launch (C5) with a 5 cycle, nearresonant tone burst.
• Mode damps on ~300 ms timescale.
• Frequency is measured (C2) after the tone burst ceases. 
Simulating the m=1 Mode
Solve Poisson's equation in toroidal geometry for a uniform density plasma with specified position and radius.
Compute E ρ and E z from the potential solution.
Integrate E along the surface of the electrode sections to obtain the charge on the wall probe.
Calculate the E x B drift at plasma center and update the position and radius of the plasma 
Near-resonant tone burst
• Excites small amplitude (< 1mm) mode • Maximizes confinement time.
Fixed frequency (55 kHz) tone burst
• Drives mode to larger amplitude • Incomplete autoresonance [1, 2] • Accelerates charge loss. •Filament mounted on a welded bellows feedthru •Solenoid activated pneumatic switch drives retraction •Retraction time ~ 0.1 seconds Future Work:
Launch, detect, and model the m=2 diocotron mode
Simulation results with m=1 and m=2 mode
• Frequency of the m=2 mode yields information on density.
• Coupled with total charge measurement from m=1 mode frequency, can get measurement of transport.
Take Home Points
• Theoretical Predictions: Electron plasmas can be confined in a purely toroidal magnetic field.
-Stable, maximum energy state equilibria exist and rely on the poloidal ExB rotation acting as an effective rotational transform [1, 2] . -Magnetic pumping transport limits ultimate confinement time [3] .
• Experimental Results: A new experiment (Lawrence Nonneutral Torus II) has demonstrated long-lived (>1 s) toroidal electron plasmas that approach the predicted maximum lifetime [4] .
